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By offering a variety of spaces, a range of membership lengths, and complemen-
tary professional services, coworking spaces have become a preferred workspace 
for individuals and businesses. And with more and more companies offering 
remote positions — fueling the coworking concept even further — coworking 
businesses need to make the most of their space. 

Every coworking space needs a way to manage access to the space, whether that’s a small business owner 

renting out extra space or a national coworking corporation with workspaces across the country. The 

benefits of having a streamlined way to control access is magnified for coworking spaces, which need to 

manage access to buildings, floors, private offices, parking garages, elevators, entry gates, and more. 

Remote access systems are a smarter way to control who can come and go in a coworking space. The 

ability to control access and monitor usage from a cloud-based management platform not only creates 

operational efficiencies, but it creates new opportunities to maximize the coworking space.
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EVALUATING ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS

It’s definitely not hard to unlock and open a single door. But consider the magnitude of entry points into 

an office building. Now consider the number of entryways a coworking space may have. Suddenly the 

task of managing access is a little more daunting.

There are a number of solutions available for managing entry into a coworking 
space, but not all can keep up with the needs of a modern-day coworking space. 

Traditional Lock and Key

Keyed locks are the most traditional way to manage access into any 

building. Although it’s a familiar option, there’s a long list of downsides 

when it comes to using keys to access a coworking space. Since keys 

can easily be lost or copied, security is a major concern. Coworking 

space managers might feel compelled to rekey or replace locks fairly 

often as turnover happens and keys aren’t returned. Given the number 

of doors that might be, the costs can add up quickly.

Receptionist and Security Staff

To create a welcoming and professional environment, many coworking 

spaces keep the doors unlocked as much as possible and have a recep-

tionist greet members and their guests. Many members appreciate the 

human interaction, but a receptionist is not a 24/7 solution. After-hours 

access is very difficult to manage if it requires someone to be physically 

present in the space.

5 Ways to Manage Access
to Coworking Spaces
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Swipe Badges, Cards, or Fobs

Issuing badges, keycards, or keyfobs is another common solution 

to coworking building access. The badges and keycards are usually 

lightweight and around the size of a credit card. Fobs can be 

attached to keyrings, so coworking members will usually have it in 

tow. These devices can be paired with an electronic access system 

that tracks entry, but this method also comes with downsides. 

Just as with traditional keys, badges, cards, and fobs can be lost 

or stolen. It may be possible to revoke access in these cases, but 

members that are slow to report lost cards create security risks. 

Doorbell or Buzzer Entry System

Another option to manage entry into a coworking building is to have a doorbell 

system. Members and guests can ring a doorbell and get “buzzed” into the 

building. Keeping the doors locked from the outside creates a sense of security at 

a coworking space, but it could also cause frustration if members have to request 

access every time they’d like to re-enter the building. Companies also need to 

consider the ongoing expense of having someone monitor and allow access on the 

other end.

Smart Locks with a Cloud-Based Access Control 
System

Internet-connected door locks and access systems are quickly gaining 

popularity — and for good reason. The most secure, efficient, and 

cost-effective way to control access to a coworking space is through the 

use of smart locks and an access control system. They offer convenient 

and low-maintenance solutions, and can even be integrated into the 

business’ CRM, HR or Human Capital Management system through an 

API. The right access control system can also handle non-traditional 

entryways like gates, garage doors, and more. 
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It’s Clear, Electronic Access 
Is the Modern Solution 
Old fashioned lock and key systems have largely fallen to the wayside 

when it comes to managing coworking spaces with multiple entry 

points and membership areas. Electronic systems create efficiency 

and enhance security by granting access to the right people in the 

right areas. Smart locks and key cards have become trusted methods 

of electronic entry; however, it’s often difficult to know what will be 

the best system for a coworking space.

https://shop.remotelock.com/collections/all-locks
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Don’t Let Dead Batteries 
Lock You Out of Your 
Coworking Space
Although smart lock systems are reliable, there comes a time — as 

with any electronic device — that the power source begins to die.

Regularly Check Your Smart Lock Batteries

For smaller coworking spaces, it can be easy enough to perform 

regular battery checks on your smart locks. If coworking members 

start to report delayed responses in recognizing access codes, it 

could that your smart lock batteries are nearing the end of their 

life. Regular battery checks can catch weak batteries before they 

completely give out.

Have an Access Control System that Checks the 
Batteries for You

Checking each smart lock may not be the most efficient method to ensure the batteries don’t die 

for large-scale coworking businesses. A smart lock systems managed by a cloud-based access 

control system can be set up to send alerts when the batteries are low. Coworking managers just 

have to be diligent about replacing batteries when they receive the alerts. 
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Choose Smarter Smart Locks

Some smart locks save battery power by going into standby mode 

when not in use. 

Rather than constantly being connected to WiFi and 
checking for new codes or commands, locks will be 
in standby mode until a “heartbeat” wakes them up 
to check for updates or a user presses a key. 

This method ensures extended battery life for smart locks at 

coworking spaces, since there’s likely little to no traffic after the 

workday is over and on the weekends.

Have a Backup Method for Unlocking Your Smart Lock

While smart locks are primarily controlled by a cloud-based access control system, most smart locks 

have a deadbolt that can be manually overridden with a key. While it’s not ideal to have to manage keys 

for every entry, conference room, and office door in a coworking space, having a key ensures that a 

coworking manager can always gain access to a space in case the batteries have died.
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Using Smart Locks to Provide After-Hours Access 
without Sacrificing 24/7 Security
Coworking spaces may need to be accessed after typical workday hours to give members the workspace 

they need to be productive and to give service crews the ability to maintain the coworking office. A 

smarter access control system can even expands the uses of a coworking space, while still keeping the 

building secure.

Ensuring Security for Coworking Members Working Late Nights

Some coworking spaces offer ultimate flexibility in work hours by allowing member access 24/7. While 

coworking members might take advantage of extended hours, having traffic into the building at any hour 

of the day or night can create a security risk. 

It’s important that members feel safe working late hours when they are alone in the building. Well-lit entry 

areas create a sense of security, but an access control system actually secures the building from anyone 

that shouldn’t gain entry. A cloud-based remote access control system allows coworking managers to 

monitor code activity without being present at the building.
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Granting Coworking Members Access to the Building to Move into 
Offices on Weekends

To avoid disrupting other coworking members during the work day, new members might opt to move into 

their space on the weekends. While it’s still important that the entry doors remain secure during move-in, 

new members will also appreciate being able to easily access the coworking building every time they 

need to bring something inside.

To maintain coworking space security, managers should discourage members from propping open doors 

or leaving them unlocked during their move. Instead, having a remote access system integrated with 

the coworking office’s CRM gives new members the ability to request access for a specific period 

of time. Access codes can automatically be delivered via email or text, easing the burden on coworking 

office managers to be present during the move. Access can be revoked after a set period of time, which 

gives extra control over who and when someone can gain entry into the building.
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Track Coworking Space Usage to Improve Your 
Business

As with any business, tracking efficiency and ROI is important for 

coworking spaces.

Coworking Metrics to Consider

A sophisticated access control system can be integrated with a CRM to give coworking managers the 

means to administer, revoke, and track access to a coworking space. The visibility not only creates security 

for members and managers, but it also provides insight into how the coworking space is being utilized. 

Here are some behaviors coworking managers should be monitoring:

• No shows. How many access codes are granted and how many go unused? Does this happen
more often on certain days?

• Usage on peak days. What’s the percentage of members that only access the coworking space
on specific days? What days see the most access activity?

• Usage during peak times. What times of day are more popular for coworking members? What
percentage of members access the space in the morning, afternoon, and/or evening?
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Determine True Coworking Membership Capacity

Coworking spaces provide flexible work space options for small busi-

nesses and freelancers. Because members aren’t obligated to use 

the space everyday, there are often open seats. Armed with real data 

about space usage, there’s an opportunity to oversell your member-

ship capacity by a percentage for any given day, knowing that it’s 

unlikely that every member will show up to use the coworking space. 

Coworking spaces that are only available for long-term periods 

of time could also use this information to start offering short-term 

access. This new offering could bring in extra members during times 

when the space is being underutilized. 

Measure Usage to Price a Coworking Space

Companies usually start by pricing coworking spaces based on 

expenses and desired profit margin. With the growing popularity 

of coworking spaces, it could be a good idea for your coworking 

business to reevaluate membership prices based on value. Your 

business could be under-pricing coworking memberships to desks, 

private offices, and conference rooms. Tracking access and usage in 

an access control dashboard lets coworking managers get a better 

idea of what space is more valuable, letting demand drive the price. 

Use Data Improve Your Coworking Business and 
Member Experience

Access control systems give quantifiable information about how a coworking 
space is used. Monitoring this information arms coworking managers with the 
data to make improvements to their coworking operations.
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Nurture and Upsell Coworking Members Based on Activity

Integrating an access control system with a CRM is not only a way to 

simplify granting access and sending codes, but it can also be used 

for nurturing or upselling to coworking members. A scalable access 

control system gives coworking managers the ability to administer 

codes on an individual basis, so tracking member usage can be used 

for a personalized interaction.

If coworking members haven’t used their code in a couple weeks, it 

might be time to reach out. Maybe a member has been unsatisfied 

with her experience in a certain space, so a coworking manager can 

talk with her and offer access to a private office or flexible space that 

better suits the member’s needs. 
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Smart Locks Aren’t Just for Securing the Exterior 

Restrict Access to Authorized Members

Members should be respectful of the coworking space 

and other members by not squatting in rooms they haven’t 

booked. This isn’t always the case. Some coworking members 

abuse conference rooms, private offices, or desks by using 

them if they appear empty.

Restricting access to conference rooms can help coworking 

managers keep meetings on schedule and avoid the uncom-

fortable moments having to enforce the rules. Keeping doors locked with smart locks and automatically 

administering access codes to coworking members who have booked that conference room ensures that 

only those who are supposed to be in the conference room can unlock the door. 

Create a Process for 
Coworking Members to 
Book a Conference Room 

Creating an intuitive and manage-

able process for booking conference 

rooms in a coworking space can help 

with compliance and make it easy for 

coworking members to use the space.

Using an access control system stream-

lines the process for members to gain 

and coworking managers to admin-

ister short-term access to a conference room. Instead of reserving the room on a paper sign-up sheet or 

making a request via email and needing a coworking manager unlock doors with a key, conference room 

schedules can be maintained in a central access control system. An access control system that’s integrated 

with a CRM can further automate the conference room booking process by sending access codes once a 

member has successfully booked the conference room online and paid for the space. 
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Expanding Access to Underutilized Spaces

Coworking spaces often clear out after 5:00 PM when the typical work day is over. Coworking space 

managers may want to find ways to use the space during non-peak hours or weekends and bring in addi-

tional revenue. 

Community groups are often looking for open spaces to host gatherings. Opening up conference rooms 

in a coworking space to non-members not only fills the space when it would otherwise be empty, but 

it also increases the visibility of the coworking space to future members in the community. Conference 

rooms offer enough space for small, local gatherings — just be sure to schedule a cleaning before the 

work week begins!

Meet-Up Groups

Meet-ups are becoming popular after work events. They provide an informal setting for professionals to 

network and discuss new ideas. Instead of meeting in noisy bars or having to rent out private rooms in 

restaurants, coworking spaces offer clean and open spaces to host this kind of event. Conference rooms 

come equipped with presentation equipment and offer plenty of seating and open space for groups of 

people to gather and mingle.
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Book Clubs or Hobby Clubs

Groups of hobbyists and friends might form informal book clubs, 

craft groups, or hobby groups. What starts as a reason to get 

together with friends and catch up sometimes turns into a regular 

meeting or club. Instead of gathering at a member’s house or coffee 

shop, conference rooms at coworking spaces might be more attrac-

tive locations for meetings. Hosts don’t have to worry about tidying 

up their home before or after the meeting, and conference rooms are 

often large enough to accommodate the typical group size.  

Local Alumni Gatherings

Informal gatherings of alums from universities and colleges across the 

country are common and popular in many cities. They’re a great way 

for newcomers to a city to quickly find a “tribe,” and they frequently 

have professional networking benefits as well. Often the gatherings 

are publicized and draw enough attendance that a venue needs to be 

reserved. For smaller groups, using a coworking space’s conference 

room could be the perfect size. Most coworking spaces have the 

amenities needed to facilitate alumni gatherings — from kitchens to 

projectors.  

Small-Business Events

Members or non-members may want to use the space for events. 

Small-businesses can use private spaces to pitch to potential clients 

over dinner or host company functions or trainings.
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Successfully Manage Short-Term 
Access to Coworking Spaces

Managing Short-Term Memberships Is a 
Balancing Act

Coworking spaces are often attractive because of short-term member-

ship options and the ability to book space on short notice to accommo-

date your immediate needs. Offering single-day or weekly passes might 

get more people at desks, but keeping track of a multitude of small 

memberships and trials is a headache for managers. The cost of main-

taining short-term and trial membership access could easily outweigh 

the potential profits of offering them. An access control system allows 

you to issue, remove and track short-term access. The ability to auto-

matically disable codes after a certain number of uses or a set time 

period eliminates the need to manually monitor and record access. 

Grant Limited Access for Trial Memberships or Short-Term Use

Free trials are great ways to entice visitors to commit to memberships. Whether you offer a 4-hour or 

week-long trial, a smart lock access control system helps you manage temporary access to the building. 

Your smart lock access control system software should be accessible from any computer with internet, so 

that you can grant access even when you’re not at the coworking space. The best access control systems 

have an open API so that you can easily integrate your CRM, human capital, membership or other system 

with the smart lock platform. Utilizing the API, issuing access codes can be completely automated — trig-

gered by actions in your CRM. 

Many coworking spaces offer solutions for professionals who have a very temporary office space need 

— like a consultant traveling to another city to work closely with a client for a few weeks or someone 

who works from home but needs a professional setting for an important client meeting. Whether they’re 

renting a day office for two weeks or a conference room for 3 hours, the coworking space manager has to 

handle their access to the space. An access control system that’s integrated with your CRM would email 

the access code and instructions and terms of use — helping the office manager know that the short-term 

member has the access he or she needs, whether the manager is at the front desk when they arrive or not. 
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Provide After-Hours Access to Maintenance and Cleaning Crews 

Keeping shared spaces clean and in working-order is key in creating a worry-free environment that will 

attract new members and retain existing members. That being said, it can be tricky to schedule mainte-

nance and cleaning crews. Managers want to keep disruptions to a minimum during working hours, but 

don’t want to waste their time (or pay for someone else) to be present to grant after-hours access for main-

tenance or cleaning. A smart access system lets third-parties gain access to the coworking space during 

the specific window of time you’ve agreed on. Unique and time-restricted access codes give managers 

the ability to control who is able to enter the building and when. 

Monitor Usage for Short-Term/Temporary Passes 

Trial Memberships

When you’re able to efficiently (or even automatically) issue each potential member a dedicated code, 

granting them access to the coworking space, owners and managers can track who has used the trial and 

how long the visitor stayed. By tracking when and how a trial code was used, office managers can gauge 

the visitor’s interest level and nurture potential members accordingly. 
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Giving these trial members a code helps them understand how seriously you take security in the 

coworking space, and it gives them a chance to experience how things will work when they’re a full 

member. If you’re utilizing smart locks in the interior of the building as well, you can grant or deny access 

to specific rooms and areas — meeting and conference rooms, phone booths, kitchen areas and copy 

rooms. This allows you to see which areas of the coworking space the visitors explore. 

Cleaning and Maintenance Crews

Sadly, a VERY common issue in coworking spaces is cleanliness — or rather, lack thereof. There are a wide 

variety of personalities coming and going, and coworking spaces tend to have a higher density of occu-

pants than other similarly-sized office spaces. Cleaning crews get complacent and do the bare minimum 

when they come to clean. Cleaning prices are calculated based on square footage, frequency of clean-

ings, and time estimates. If you can track the frequency and amount of time the crew is taking to clean, 

you have ammunition for your next negotiation. You can also give cleaning crews their own code that 

grants them access to all offices, meeting rooms and storage closets. No more excuses about not having 

access.
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Ready to Upgrade Your Access Control System?
Every entry method has pros and cons, so finding the right solution for a coworking space can be tough. 

At a minimum, access control for coworking spaces should be secure, convenient, and scalable.

Coworking managers should not only consider the needs of their members, but also their own needs. No 

matter the size of the space and membership list, a coworking manager benefits from the ability to track 

when members enter and leave. 

When you are looking to upgrade your access control system, consider the 
following:

• How many codes can be in use at one time?

• Does the service provide an intuitive dashboard for granting and revoking access?

• What usage data is tracked and available?

• Is the system capable of sending alerts when a code is used or when the batteries get low?

• Does the system integrate with existing locks — beyond just the entry doors?

• Is there an API that lets you easily connect the access management platform with your
CRM?

https://shop.remotelock.com/collections/all-locks
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RemoteLock is the leader in Wi-Fi enabled smart locks and access 
controls systems.

This combination gives commercial enterprises, hospitality groups, and multi-

family property management a streamlined way to grant, revoke, and administer 

access to multiple entryways and locations. 

EdgeState is our cloud-based, smart lock software that gives property managers 

complete control over access — from a single dashboard. An open API and 

compatibility with Wi-Fi, Z-Wave, or any other brand of connected lock means 

businesses large and small can manage access to locations worldwide, and scale 

and tailor the platform to their needs. A robust set of integrations, access notifications and history, 

and a centralized platform makes EdgeState the ideal, automated solution for any property type. 

Contact a RemoteLock representative to see how EdgeState can help 

your organization remotely control and manage access.

RemoteLock North American HQ 
2170 South Delaware St. 
Denver, CO 80223 U.S.A. 
+1 877 254 5625

RemoteLock European HQ 
European Distribution 
SmartLock Europe Ltd. 
United Kingdom 
+44 1273 930 304

RemoteLock Japan HQ 
Kozo Keikaku Engineering Incorporated 
4-5-3 Chuo, Nakano-Ku, Tokyo 
164-0011, Japan 
+81 3 5342 1026

https://www.remotelock.com/coworking



